Nominations are open for the following positions for the 2012-2013 Faculty Representative Assembly:

- President-Elect (1 nomination to date)
- Secretary (0 nominations to date)
  - Need at least 1 nomination
- Faculty Council Representative—3 year term (0 nominations to date)
  - Need at least 1 nomination
- College Representatives
  - College of Business—2 representatives (1 nomination to date)
    - Need at least 1 more nomination
  - College of Education—2 representative (0 nominations to date)
    - Need at least 2 nominations
  - College of Engineering and Applied Science—2 representatives (2 nominations to date)
  - College of Letters, Arts and Sciences—7 representatives (1 nomination to date)
    - Need at least 6 more nominations
  - Library—1 representative (0 nominations to date)
    - Need at least 1 nomination
  - Beth-El College of Nursing and Health Sciences—2 representatives (1 nomination to date)
    - Need at least 1 more nomination
  - School of Public Affairs—1 representative (1 nomination to date)

Nominations will be accepted through March 5 and should be sent to Andrea Hutchins at andrea.hutchins@uccs.edu.

An email was sent via Faculty-L on February 1 announcing that nominations are open. An email reminding faculty that nominations are open will be sent on February 15.

Elections will be held March 19 (8:00 a.m.) - March 23 (5:00 p.m.)